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Introduction
The debate about how to manage individual research
results and incidental findings in genetic and genomic
research has focused primarily on what information,
if any, to offer back to research participants.1 However, increasing controversy surrounds the question
of whether researchers have any responsibility to
offer a participant’s results (defined here to include
both individual research results and incidental findings) to the participant’s relatives, including after the
participant’s death.2 This question arises in multiple
contexts, including when researchers discover a result
with potentially important health implications for
genetic relatives, when a participant’s relatives ask
a researcher whether any research results about the
participant have implications for their own health
or reproductive planning, when a participant’s relative asks whether any of the participant’s results have
implications for a child’s health, and when the participant is deceased and the participant’s relatives seek
information about the participant’s genetic results
in order to address their own health or reproductive
concerns.
The question of whether relatives (a term used here
to include genetic relatives as well as family members, such as spouses or partners, without a genetic
relationship to the participant — see Definitions box)
should be offered any of the participant’s research
results (whether at the relative’s request or in an offer
initiated by investigators) is challenging. Ethical and
legal approaches to informed consent, research protections, and privacy safeguards in the United States
mainly focus on the rights and interests of individual
participants. However, first-degree biological relatives have 50% of their genetic material in common
(with more distant relatives sharing genetic material
to a lesser degree), and other close relatives may be coparenting the participant’s child or sharing other family caregiving. A research participant’s genomic results
may thus have relevance for others. For genes with
known pathogenic variants whose pattern of inheritance is understood, researchers may face the question of whether to encourage the participant to share
results with relatives or whether the investigators
themselves should seek to share the results, including
after the research participant’s death. Sharing through
either route may allow relatives to seek genetic counseling and consider genetic testing, for themselves or
children.
We consider return of the participant’s genomic
results to relatives in the research context. This is an
emerging issue facing researchers. In contrast, clinicians have long faced questions of whether to alert
relatives to a heritable condition or pathogenic variant
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in the patient because of the possibility that the relative (such as the patient’s sibling or adult offspring)
may share the same variant. In the clinical context, the
dominant recommendation is for clinicians to urge
their patients to communicate their genomic results
to relatives themselves and offer assistance to their
patients if requested, but the primary responsibility
of the clinician is to maintain the privacy of patient
health information and to avoid breaching patient
confidentiality by reaching out directly to relatives to
communicate patient health information unless the
patient authorizes this.3 Only in limited circumstances
have some authorities recognized a clinician option to
share the patient’s genetic information directly with
relatives: when efforts to seek patient consent to disclosure have failed, serious harm to identified individuals is highly likely without disclosure, disclosure
is likely to avert the harm, and the scope of the disclosure is limited to the genetic information needed
for diagnosis or treatment.4 After the patient’s death,
the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) (in institutions covered by that
statute) and state law address access to patient health
information and generally give rights of access and
control to the patient’s Personal Representative (PR),
who may be the patient’s executor. We discuss disclosure to the participant’s representative below.
Recognizing the ethics and patterns of access for
relatives in the clinical context aids analysis of access
for relatives in the research context. Clinicians have
a robust duty to care for their patients. In contrast,
researchers are committed to generating generaliz-

able knowledge, while conducting their research in a
way that respects participants’ rights. Because clinicians’ first responsibility is to provide care, the argument for their concern to extend beyond the patient
to relatives is stronger than in the research context,
where the first responsibility is to create knowledge
and any duty of care is limited.5 Yet even in the clinical context, clinicians are not free to reach out to relatives to share a patient’s health information; clinicians
are generally bound to protect patient privacy, including after the patient’s death. Clinicians can only share
patient health information in limited circumstances.
The clinical context suggests the outer limits of what
researchers may do to share a participant’s genomic
results with relatives. In addition, research designs
vary widely; in some contexts, investigators have little
or no direct contact with the individual sources of data
or specimens, much less their relatives.6
Debate has already begun on whether to offer a
research participant’s genomic results to relatives and
possible processes for doing this.7 Indeed, data are
emerging indicating that many people feel they would
benefit from or are entitled to be offered genomic
results of a family member.8 In addition, studies to
date have shown that approximately half or more of
those surveyed would want their results shared with
at least one relative after death.9 This consensus paper
responds to these emerging issues and provides investigators, Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) and
other oversight bodies, funders, and all involved in
the design of genomic research with an ethical framework and concrete recommendations for when, how,
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and with whom participants’ research results may
be shared. We consider the issues raised by sharing
results from adult and pediatric participants (including adolescents), both before and after the participant’s death.

I. Method
Funded by a grant from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and National Human Genome Research
Institute (NHGRI) at the National Institutes of
Health (NIH), we undertook ethical and legal analysis of whether and how researchers might offer a
participant’s results to relatives, including after the
participant’s death. We conducted this analysis as
part of a larger project that included data collection
in an NCI-supported pancreatic cancer biobank and
an associated family research registry at the Mayo
Clinic.
The project’s ethical, legal, and social implications
(ELSI) Working Group of national experts was based
at the University of Minnesota. The Working Group’s
expertise spanned clinical genetics and genetic coun-

seling, research genetics and translational genomics,
pediatric genetics and genomics, cancer genetics, biobanks, human research protections, law, anthropology, psychology, and bioethics. The Working Group
experts met repeatedly over the course of 3 years, benefited from invited presentations by Working Group
members and outside experts, and iteratively developed this paper. The group also benefited from meeting with a panel of 4 unrelated individuals enrolled
in the Mayo Clinic research registry — a patient with
pancreatic cancer and three relatives of pancreatic
cancer patients. The Working Group’s efforts were
aided by presentations of the project’s empirical work,
including analyses of interviews and survey data. 10
Research memoranda and assembly of a comprehensive online bibliography further supported the Working Group’s progress. In November 2014, the project
convened a public conference including presentation
of the Working Group’s recommendations for reaction and critique.11 The group reconvened the next day
to negotiate further changes. The paper was subsequently finalized by email.
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II. Relatives’ Access to a Participant’s Results
at the Present Time
Both ethics and law in the United States protect the
privacy and confidentiality of health information
about patients and research participants. Mapping
the pathways by which this information may currently
reach relatives, as well as the reasons that this information may not be shared, helps illuminate the core
question: whether relatives should be granted broader
access. Most germane here are the pathways for access
in research. When research access is unclear, we note
the relevance of rules surrounding access to clinical
health information, where HIPAA plays a large role
in governing access to protected health information
in a great many health care institutions (what HIPAA
terms “covered entities”).
A. Current Pathways by Which a Participant’s
Results May Reach Relatives
A research participant’s genomic information can
already reach some relatives through several pathways. These include: (1) direct disclosure by the participant to a relative, (2) investigator disclosure authorized by the participant, (3) investigator disclosure to
a relative who serves in a representative capacity (for
example, as Legally Authorized Representative (LAR)
of the participant for research purposes, surrogate
decision-maker for treatment purposes, or Personal
Representative (PR) under HIPAA after death), (4)
investigator disclosure to a relative because he or she
is a parent or guardian of a minor research participant, (5) investigator disclosure to the relative’s health
care provider for treatment purposes, who then discloses to the relative, and (6) investigator disclosure
after participant death to relatives who were involved
in the participant’s care or in payment for that care.
Most simply, if an adult research participant
receives a research result, the participant is free to
share this information with relatives. Participants
may receive these results through return of results or
incidental findings by investigators. They may also
receive them by asserting their rights of access to their
medical records under HIPAA (and/or state law), if
research results are recorded in the medical record or
the institution allows access to research records on the
same terms as access to medical records. Institutions
differ in whether they interpret the medical record (or
“designated record set” under HIPAA) to include the
research record. For example, some institutions have
interpreted the “designated record set” to include
the research record,12 while others have not and have
therefore denied participants a copy of the research
record.13 Until the privacy rules resolve this, participant access to the research record will vary by institu-

tion. Access will also vary by research practice. If an
investigator records any of a participant’s results in
the participant’s medical record, they become accessible to the participant, who may share that information
further. In addition, 2014 changes to Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) and HIPAA
rules may increase access of participants by permitting
them direct access to reports in many circumstances.14
Relatives may gain access to a participant’s genomic
results when they serve in a representative capacity,
for example as an LAR for research participation,
surrogate decision maker for treatment, parent or
guardian, or PR after participant death. All of these
are types of representatives. Under HIPAA, “a person
authorized (under State or other applicable law…) to
act on behalf of the individual in making health related
decisions is the individual’s ‘personal representative’”
and can access and disclose the individual’s health
information.15 Note that a representative’s authority
may be limited under state law or by the terms of their
appointment; their access to the participant’s information would be limited accordingly.
Relatives may also be able to access participant
data through their own physicians. HIPAA generally
permits disclosure of protected health information
to health care providers for purposes of treatment,16
including treatment of relatives.17 Thus, HIPAA permits but does not require “a doctor to disclose protected health information about a patient to another
health care provider for the purpose of treating
another patient (e.g., to assist the other health care
provider with treating a family member…). For example, an individual’s doctor can provide information to
the doctor of a family member about the individual’s
adverse reactions to anesthetics prior to the family
member undergoing surgery.”18 Although an individual patient may request the restriction of such disclosures, a covered entity or health care provider need
not agree to the restriction.19 Comments to recent final
rules specifically state that “a health care provider may
share genetic information about an individual with
providers treating family members of the individual
who are seeking to identify their own genetic health
risks, provided the individual has not requested and
the health care provider has not agreed to a restriction
on such a disclosure.”20 Because the rules allow providers to refrain from agreeing to a disclosure restriction requested by the individual, they remain controversial. Indeed, one commentator argues that this
HIPAA provision allowing relatives access over the
individual’s objection “is at variance with established
principles of medical ethics and should be ignored by
health care providers until a better reasoned interpretation is developed by HHS.”21
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Once a research participant is deceased, there are
additional avenues of family access to a participant’s
results. The participant may have given Common
Rule consent and HIPAA authorization while alive
to share research-generated results with relatives,
including after death. Even if the participant was not
asked for such consent, a person authorized to act for
the decedent or that person’s estate (for example, the
decedent’s executor, who may be a relative) would customarily have broad access to and control over health
information as the decedent’s PR.22 The PR may
decide to share results with relatives. As noted above,
HIPAA allows the participant’s protected health information to be shared with relatives for their own treatment without authorization from the decedent or
their PR,23 though this provision may be questioned
for inadequately protecting individual privacy. Some
states similarly allow disclosure of a decedent’s genetic
information to “assist in medical diagnosis of blood
relatives.”24 Finally, HIPAA allows disclosure after an
individual’s death to relatives and others who were
involved in the decedent’s care or payment for that
care unless disclosure “is inconsistent with any prior
expressed preference of the individual that is known
to the covered entity.”25
B. Current Content of the Results That May Reach
Relatives by Any of the Above Pathways
Even though there are already pathways for some access
by relatives to a participant’s results, it is important to
consider the nature of the results likely to be available
for potential return to relatives. The results available
for potential return are likely to be those identified as
relevant to the participant. Most recommendations to
date have defined and prioritized returnable results in
terms of their importance to the participant’s health,
reproduction, and personal utility.26 The recommendations for return in the research context have generally not addressed return to relatives. The existing
recommendations for return to participants typically
urge return of actionable results indicating a serious
health condition, while allowing researchers to exercise discretion in returning additional results that may
offer net benefit to participants in terms of clinical
care, reproductive decisions, or personal utility.27 This
means that the scope of results that may reach a relative is likely to be limited to those results of potential
significance to the participant. This may exclude some
results of potential significance to a relative.
The one domain in which return based on potential significance to relatives themselves has received
focused attention is in potential return of a child’s
genomic research results to parents. In the clinical
context, return of a child’s genomic results needed
444

for treatment in childhood is well-accepted, but
return of results relating to adult-onset disorders has
proven more controversial. Historically, recommendations have urged deferring return of results revealing
risk of adult-onset disorders until the child reaches
adulthood and can autonomously decide whether to
undergo testing and receive results.28 However, a 2013
policy statement from the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) suggested that
in clinical sequencing, the scope of findings offered
to parents should include those of health importance
not only during childhood, but also in adulthood, as
return of variants associated with adult-onset conditions may benefit the parents (who may otherwise be
unaware of their own potential vulnerability) and thus
may benefit the child by preserving parental health.29
Although the ACMG 2013 statement excludes
research and has prompted debate30 as well as revision on another point in 2014,31 some commentators
focusing instead on research have similarly noted that
parents may perceive value in obtaining their child’s
research results, in part due to potential utility for
their own health-related decision making or in reproductive decisions.32 Yet neither ACMG in the clinical
context, nor commentary focusing on the research
context, has urged returning results of no relevance to
the child (at the time of testing or in adulthood) and
exclusive relevance to parents. Thus, the results considered for possible return remain those of relevance
to the participant.
C. Reasons Why a Participant’s Genomic Results
Currently May Not Reach Relatives
Data suggest that participants recognize the importance of genomic information to relatives and may
identify sharing genomic information with relatives
as an important benefit of participating in genomic
research.33 Similarly, in studies of participant communication of their own results related to cancer variants, most participants report either sharing research
results with relatives or anticipating that they will
share.34
However, results may not reach relatives for several
reasons. Communicating genomic results can be challenging for individuals who wish to share the information, as it requires an understanding of potentially
complex genomic information, the capacity to convey that information, and a willingness to deal with
family dynamics.35 Further, when a relative receives
such information and is responsible for sharing it
with other relatives, that person functions as a gatekeeper, holding the power to choose who within the
family will get the information.36 When relationships
are strained, when parents desire to protect their chiljournal of law, medicine & ethics
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dren from upsetting information,37 or when the gatekeeper is not a genetic relative,38 genomic information
may not be disseminated within a family. In addition,
different individuals and families may understand
genetic information and its significance in varying
ways, leading to different patterns of sharing genetic
information.39

• Protection of individual privacy: Protection
of research participant privacy is a core ethical commitment in human subjects research.
In genomic research in particular, protecting
individuals against the unconsented release of
identifying information has been a major and
long-standing concern. Although many individ-

The question of whether and how researchers should share a participant’s results
with relatives raises questions of ethics, law, policy, and pragmatics. We offer
ethics recommendations, while remaining cognizant of the other considerations,
in order to offer recommendations that can be put into research practice.
Legal fears may also influence whether genetic
information is shared. Despite the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA), concerns about
genetic discrimination remain, as GINA does not provide protection against discrimination in life, disability, or long-term care insurance.40 Data suggest that
discrimination in employment and insurance coverage is a concern in returning research results.41

III. Ethical, Legal, and Policy Considerations
The question of whether and how researchers should
share a participant’s results with relatives raises questions of ethics, law, policy, and pragmatics. We offer
ethics recommendations, while remaining cognizant
of the other considerations, in order to offer recommendations that can be put into research practice.
U.S. law on return to relatives is not fully clear. At
the federal level, HIPAA governs the privacy of an
individual’s protected health information (PHI) held
by a “covered entity,” though HIPAA functions as a
floor and more protective state laws will also apply.
Additional federal privacy protections (such as those
governing data held by the federal government) may
apply as well. As noted above, HIPAA will apply to
research results in some cases (when considered part
of the “designated record set”). However, even when
HIPAA privacy rules do not govern, they are one
model of privacy protection. Ethics guidelines nonetheless remain distinct from legal rules. We offer an
ethical framework that researchers and their institutions should consider in light of applicable law and in
the context of individual cases. Where law seems to
block sensible and ethical research practice, such law
should be carefully scrutinized.
Our Working Group used the following ethical,
legal, and policy considerations to guide our formulation of recommendations on sharing a participant’s
results with relatives:

ual rights end at death, federal privacy rules continue to protect individual health information for
50 years after death.42 Under HIPAA, individuals
generally have the right to forbid sharing their
protected health information with others. These
legal rules have sound analogues in research ethics, with its commitment to protecting the privacy of identifiable individual information.
• Respect for individual autonomy: Respect
for individual autonomy is a core commitment
in research; this underlies respect for participant choices and informed consent. Respect for
autonomy includes respecting the individual’s
choice of what information to share with relatives. It is consistent with that respect to counsel
the individual on what information the person
should consider sharing with relatives and to
offer help in communicating that information.
• Appreciation for the shared nature of
genomic information: Supporting the rights of
individuals is compatible with supporting families. Counseling individuals on the implications
of their results for relatives, urging individuals
to consider communicating potentially relevant
results to relatives, and offering to help in that
process (such as providing written reports or
letters that individuals can share with relatives),
support both the individual and their relatives.
These recommendations aim to respect the
rights of individual participants while simultaneously recognizing that a participant’s genomic
results may have relevance to relatives.
• Respect for the pre-death wishes of deceased
participants: Recognizing that genomic information can affect relatives does not mean that
the wishes of participants should be disregarded,
either before or after death. Whether deceased
persons retain rights or are capable of being
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harmed is an ethically and legally controversial
question. Courts routinely respect the expressed
wishes of the deceased, most commonly in probating a will and distributing assets. Courts have
also held that decedents have interests in the
use of their gametes after death.43 The expressions of a person’s autonomy during life are not
always enforceable after death,44 such as when
the individual’s wishes violate public policy.
Several ethical arguments, however, support a
baseline of respect for expressed pre-mortem
wishes to maintain the privacy of the individual’s
health information. Human dignity, respect for
the autonomy of the pre-mortem decedent,45
recognition of a social contract,46 and acknowledgment that privacy interests continue for a
significant period after death support generally
respecting the expressed pre-mortem privacy
preferences of decedents, including explicit
wishes regarding the privacy of genomic information, in all but exceptional circumstances.
• Researcher responsibilities to research participants: Researchers have duties to their
research participants, including respect for
participant choices expressed through informed
consent, protecting participant privacy and the
confidentiality of participant data, and avoiding
harm to the participant. Researchers do not owe
the same duties to relatives who are not enrolled
in the research. Indeed, the researcher will often
have no relationship with relatives and may not
even have contact information. Even when the
relative is a participant in the same or related
research, researchers should respect the privacy
of each participant. Thus, a living participant’s
results should generally be offered only to that
participant or their representative, unless the
participant has consented to sharing the results
with relatives. Once the participant is deceased,
the participant’s representative must generally
make decisions about such sharing.
• Relationship of research to clinical care:
In the clinical context, professionals conveying genomic information to patients that has
implications for relatives will generally first
counsel the patient to consider communicating
this information him- or herself. The clinician
may offer to assist by writing a report or letter
suitable for sharing or offering to meet directly
with relatives. Clinicians are bound to respect
the privacy and autonomy of their patients, and
thus will generally avoid reaching out directly
to relatives unless the patient specifically grants
authorization. Indeed, the American Society of
446

Human Genetics (ASHG) has long recognized
that clinicians should protect the confidentiality of an individual’s genetic information, and
would have the latitude to warn relatives directly
only in exceptional circumstances in which the
patient refused to warn relatives, and “harm is
serious, imminent, and likely…and prevention
or treatment is available.”47 Importantly, ASHG
framed this latitude to warn in exceptional
circumstances as a “discretionary right,” not a
duty.48 Duties to reach out to relatives in the
research context should not exceed those in clinical care. As noted above, the clinician’s duty of
care is more robust than that of an investigator,
who may not even be a clinician.49 Researchers
have no greater authorization to reach out to
relatives than clinicians.
• Recognizing the importance of study design:
In the research context, study design may determine whether the return of results to participants and relatives is feasible. Recognizing that
studies vary widely in size and design, return
of results from some types of research could be
cost-prohibitive.50 In addition, studies irretrievably stripping identifiers may be unable to return
results to participants and their relatives.51 Our
recommendations are intended to be flexible
enough to apply to various research designs and
do not place obligations on projects unable to
return results to relatives.
• Scope of participant results for potential
sharing with relatives: Previous recommendations on return of genomic results address at
length what findings researchers should consider offering to participants. Typically, those
are results of high potential health significance
and actionability (“should return”) or results of
health, reproductive, or personal utility that offer
net benefit to the participant (“may return”).52
The scope of participant results that a researcher
considers for possible return to relatives should
generally be limited to those that would qualify
for return to the participant him- or herself. To
ask the researcher to re-investigate the participant’s results looking for added results for potential return to relatives is to significantly enlarge
the research burden of return of results, and to
do so not for the research participant (to whom
the researcher owes direct duties), but for relatives who may not be involved in the research at
all. Moreover, the results are those of the participant. Even when those results suggest that the
relative has a significant likelihood of sharing a
pathogenic and actionable variant, the relative
journal of law, medicine & ethics
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will need to consider undergoing confirmatory
genetic testing. For a number of reasons (including the variant’s inheritance pattern, as well as
possible misattributed paternity or undisclosed
lack of genetic relationship), the relative may not
have inherited the variant.
• Distinction between “should offer” and “may
offer”: Ethics and practice standards distinguish
actions that “should” be taken from those that
“may” be taken. Consensus recommendations
to date on return of results to research participants have generally confined “should return” or
“should offer” to the category of results that have
high health importance and clinical actionability
for the participant.53 However, when considering sharing participants’ results with relatives,
the health importance for the relative will often
not be clear without genetic testing of the relative him- or herself, and the immediate actionability is likely to be undertaking confirmatory
testing. For these reasons, as well as the fact that
researchers owe fewer duties to relatives than
participants, sharing the participant’s results
with relatives should remain in the category of
“may offer” or “may return.”
• The “duty” or “privilege” to warn and its limits: The “duty to warn” has been much discussed
in both law and ethics. In law, a clinician’s duty
to warn third parties was famously recognized
in Tarasoff, a California case involving a psychotherapist’s failure to warn a third party of the
imminent danger posed to her by the patient.54
Although traditionally understood as a duty
owed by clinicians to third-party non-patients
who are highly likely to suffer grave harm that
can be averted through clinician disclosure,
genomic research and the understanding of
genetic variation as familial has prompted discussion of a potential duty to warn individuals
and their families of pathogenic genetic findings.55 State case law is inconsistent on a legal
duty to warn relatives of hereditary conditions
in clinical genetics,56 but has generally avoided
imposing on clinicians a duty to warn relatives
directly, instead finding that clinicians discharge
their duty by counseling patients to disclose to
relatives. However, some authorities have recognized a clinician privilege (rather than duty) to
warn relatives without the consent of the patient
or representative, but have limited this privilege
to exceptional circumstances in which encouraging the patient to warn the relative has failed and
serious harm to the relative is highly likely but
can be avoided through disclosure.57 Courts have
genomic research results to a participant’s family • fall 2015

not yet resolved the issue of a researcher’s duty to
warn in genomic research.58 Given the usual lack
of relationship between investigators and third
parties who are not themselves research participants, the research (as opposed to clinical) setting, the need for a third-party relative to obtain
their own genetic testing upon learning a participant’s genomic results to ascertain whether
they share the result in question, and the consequent uncertainty about whether disclosure of
a participant’s results to relatives is highly likely
to avert harm, a legal duty falling on researchers to warn relatives of genomic research results
seems improbable. An ethical duty to warn a
participant in genomic research has been recognized where “an investigator discovers genetic
information that clearly indicates a high probability of a serious condition for which an effective intervention is readily available.”59 Although
the ethics literature on return of research results
has suggested that a duty to warn the research
participant may exist in certain circumstances,60
the existence of such a duty or privilege to
warn relatives of research participants is less
clear.61 As noted above in the legal context, most
researchers will have limited or no relationship
with a participant’s relatives and thus will lack
the duties to relatives that researchers have to
participants. Moreover, even in the case of many
results that are pathogenic and actionable for
the participant, the researcher may not have
adequate grounds to conclude that disclosing
the participant’s results is likely to trigger testing
that will then reveal pathogenic and actionable
results in the relative and thus will avert harm.
Given the fact that researchers will generally
have committed to protecting participant privacy
and the confidentiality of participant genomic
results, those responsibilities will take precedence in most circumstances. Our group debated
whether researchers should reach out to relatives to share participant results in exceptional
cases – when the specific participant result is of
established pathogenicity and actionability, the
genetic relationship between the participant and
relative makes the statistical likelihood high that
the relative carries the variant, and disclosure
to the relative is highly likely to avert imminent
harm. These cases will be rare. While a majority
of our group concluded that researchers should
have the latitude to initiate return to relatives in
these cases after ethics consultation, even over
the objection of the participant or representative,
our group was divided. A minority took the view
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that researchers should not have this latitude,
as participants and their representatives should
control access to health information even in such
cases.

IV. Recommendations on Return of Results
from Adults and Children, Living and
Deceased
We recommend the continued respect for participants’ privacy and autonomy in genomic research,
coupled with specific attention to the question of the
circumstances under which relatives may learn of a
participant’s results including after the participant’s
death, the types of results that may be shared with
relatives, and the underlying reasoning. We summarize our core recommendations in this Summary of
Recommendations.
Summary of Recommendations:
1.	Researchers in genomic research projects
should anticipate the potential for requests
by relatives for participant results by communicating to prospective participants how
the researchers will handle such requests
and the project’s policy on return of genomic
results to relatives. If there is any potential
for return of such results to relatives, the
researchers should ask participants their
preferences for sharing results with relatives, including after the participant’s death,
and should invite participants to identify
their preferred representative to make decisions about relatives’ access to their genomic
results, including after their death.
2.	Researchers are not obligated to return a
participant’s results to relatives, to design
their research to facilitate this, or to search
for results relevant to relatives. However,
researchers may participate in return to
relatives (as outlined below).
3.	Researchers may urge a participant to disclose research results to relatives, but should
generally refrain from otherwise initiating a
process of sharing with relatives. A passive
disclosure policy of responding to a relative’s requests for a participant’s research
results is preferable to an active disclosure
policy of researcher-initiated contact in most
cases of returning results to relatives.
4.	A majority of our group concludes that
researchers may be ethically justified in
actively reaching out to a participant’s
relatives to offer genomic information in
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the exceptional circumstance of discovering
highly pathogenic and actionable variants
that the relative is likely to carry, and whose
disclosure is highly likely to avert imminent
harm. Ethics consultation is warranted in
such cases. A minority instead concludes that
participants and their representatives should
control access to the participant’s genomic
results, even in these rare cases.
5.	Researchers should generally protect the
choices of research participants, as well
as the privacy of participant results. If a
relative requests access to a research participant’s results, the researcher may clarify
what results are sought and why, to address
any misunderstanding about the general type
of results available and their familial implications. However, the researcher should then
direct the request to the adult participant, if
living and competent to decide. Otherwise,
the request should be directed to the adult
participant’s representative (who may be the
Legally Authorized Representative, Personal
Representative, another authorized representative, or a trusted family member).
6.	The adult participant or participant’s
representative should decide whether to
share the result(s) with the relative requesting the information. If the participant lacks
decisional capacity or is deceased, the representative should generally follow the participant’s wishes, if previously expressed. When
the participant did not express or was unable
to express such wishes, the representative
should balance the participant’s privacy
and other interests against the interests of
the relative in accessing the participant’s
result(s).
7.	When the research participant is a minor,
the participant’s representative (who is likely
to be the parent/guardian, but may be a different individual) should decide whether
to share the result(s) with the relative. The
representative should generally be guided
by the decision of the parent/guardian on
access by relatives, strongly considering any
expressed preferences of the child (if able to
participate).
8.	
Participant results that may be returned to
a relative are results: (a) that are analytically
valid; (b) that reveal an established and substantial risk of a serious health condition in
the participant with significant health implications for the relative; (c) whose return
journal of law, medicine & ethics
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offers net benefit to the relative, who may
seek genetic testing or sequencing and have
an opportunity to benefit due to the actionability of the variant; (d) that may be offered
to the relative consistent with relevant law
(including CLIA, HIPAA, state privacy law,
and the Common Rule, as applicable); and
(e) whose receipt has been agreed to by the
relative.
9.	When a participant’s results are to be offered
to a relative, the researcher should offer
support for communication of the results
by the participant or the participant’s representative. At the participant’s request, the
researcher may facilitate the referral of the
participant or representative to a health care
professional who can assist in better understanding the results.
10.	Further research is needed to analyze the
circumstances in which relatives request
a participant’s results, the type of results
sought, how those requests are handled,
research participants’ attitudes toward sharing, and outcomes. These data can refine
recommendations for sharing participant
results with relatives.

cific federal guidance on sharing genomic research
information with relatives. That ethics guidance may
come from the IRB, another committee or consultant
providing ethics advice within the institution, a committee dedicated to return of results questions, or a
combination of these sources.63
Investigators anticipating the possibility of sharing results with relatives (either passively or actively)
should elicit information-sharing preferences from
participants during the informed consent process,
including preferences in the event of loss of decisional capacity or death. Investigators should also ask
participants to identify their preferred representative
to make decisions on access to information when the
participant cannot, including after death. (Note that
some participants may prefer that multiple family
members or others jointly make decisions on access
to the participant’s genomic results.) Eliciting participant preferences on return and on who should
serve as representative can provide guidance. In sharing policy with prospective participants on return
of results to relatives, researchers should indicate
whether there are circumstances under which results
may be shared without approval by the participant or
representative.

Recommendation 1: Researchers should
communicate to prospective participants
their policy on sharing participants’
genomic results with relatives, should elicit
participants’ preferences on such sharing
including after death, and should invite
participants to designate a representative for
decisions on sharing results.

Researchers may address the process of return of
results to relatives but are not obligated to engage in
such return, to design their studies to facilitate such
return, or to search for results germane to relatives.
While researchers have a relationship with and obligations toward their research participants, this does
not mean that they have the same relationship and
obligations with respect to participants’ relatives.
Indeed, they may have no relationship with relatives
at all. There are research designs that enroll and perform genomic testing on a participant plus relatives
with some specified genetic relationship (such as family-based research and trio testing of a child and both
parents). In those cases, all of these individuals are
research participants and each participant’s results
can be analyzed for health importance and actionability as to that individual.
In deciding whether and to what extent to address
return of genomic results to participants’ relatives,
researchers may consider the feasibility of return
to relatives as well as contextual factors such as the
vulnerability of the relatives, the depth of the relationship (if any) between researchers and relatives,
and whether relatives have independent access to the
genetic information.64

Researchers should convey to prospective participants their policy on communicating the participant’s
genomic results to relatives, including after the participant’s death. This allows individuals to consider
this policy in deciding whether to participate in the
research. Formulating such policy helps investigators anticipate the possibility of requests by relatives
for familial genomic information, and considering the
possibility that investigators may wish to offer information to relatives under some circumstances. The
National Cancer Institute’s Best Practices for Biospecimen Resources urges that when an individual’s
consent for participating in research is sought, the
consent process should address whether individual
results will be shared with relatives.62 Ethics guidance
and oversight may be valuable in developing policy
and handling individual cases, given the lack of spe-

Recommendation 2: Researchers have no
obligation to return results to relatives and
no “duty to hunt” for such results.
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Using the participant’s sample and data to hunt
for additional results that do not meet the criteria for
return to the participant but may be of relevance to
relatives is problematic. Although offering a participant’s results to a relative is based on potential benefit
to the relative, there is no “duty to hunt” for results
that might be of benefit to relatives. There is wide
agreement (though not universal) that investigators
have no “duty to hunt” for research results of individual benefit to participants themselves.65 There is even

need for confirmatory testing, in addition to the probabilistic nature of inheritance (so that relatives may not
even carry the variant in question), and the researcher’s lack of a clinician’s duty of care argue against an
ethical duty to actively return results to relatives. Even
devoting research resources to return of clinically significant results to participants has triggered concern
about limiting this so as to preserve resources available for the research itself;67 using research resources
for return of results to relatives has still less warrant.

Researchers may ethically consider reaching out to relatives to return
genomic information relating to highly pathogenic and actionable variants,
when the relative has a high probability of sharing that variant and return to
the relative is highly likely to avert imminent harm. The researcher should
first seek consent from the participant (if living and able to consent) or
participant’s representative for contacting the relative and offering the result.
less foundation for a “duty to hunt” for the sake of relatives who are uninvolved in the research and to whom
the researcher owes no duty of care. Using the participant’s sample and data in this way serves no research
purpose, as it will generally be beyond the scope of
research and instead serve the clinical care of relatives. Further, to suggest that researchers should be
required to manage not only those results of potential
importance to participants, but also additional results
of potential importance to relatives, would greatly
increase the burden on the research effort.

Recommendation 3: Researchers should
generally follow a passive disclosure policy.
We recommend that researchers generally consider
potential disclosure of participant results only upon
request by relatives (or their health care providers),
rather than actively seeking out relatives to share a
participant’s result. Given the importance of using
research efforts and funding for research advances, a
policy broadly encouraging proactive sharing with relatives would be an ill-advised drain on research time,
effort, and funds. Instead, we encourage a passive
disclosure policy, where information is shared with
relatives upon request. Passive disclosure in studies
already returning results to participants would allow
interested relatives to request useful information,
while minimizing additional burden on researchers.66
Results returned to relatives will be those of the participant and thus will require confirmatory testing in
order to be of use in the clinical care of relatives. The
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Requests for participant results may follow a
research team’s disclosure of aggregate study findings, published on a study website, in a newsletter, or
in another format. Researchers should be prepared
for the possibility that relatives will respond to these
group communications by requesting a participant’s
results.

Recommendation 4: In exceptional cases,
researchers may initiate return to relatives.
Given the current state of genomic science, the probabilistic nature of inheritance, and the need for relatives to consider confirmatory testing of research
results to clarify the actionability of that information
in their own care, the majority of research results
will not justify active return by researchers. Some
exceptional cases, however, may warrant considering
a more active approach. Researchers may ethically
consider reaching out to relatives to return genomic
information relating to highly pathogenic and actionable variants, when the relative has a high probability of sharing that variant and return to the relative is
highly likely to avert imminent harm. The researcher
should first seek consent from the participant (if living
and able to consent) or participant’s representative for
contacting the relative and offering the result. Cases
in which consent is denied despite careful explanation of the exceptional circumstances will probably
be extremely rare and warrant ethics consultation,
from the IRB or another entity. While a majority of
our group concludes that researchers may consider
journal of law, medicine & ethics
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return to relatives in these rare cases to avert imminent harm to relatives, a minority of our group instead
concludes that researchers should defer to the choices
of the participant or the participant’s representative,
even in these cases.
Researchers should seek ethics consultation in any
case prior to initiating contact with relatives, who
may be unaware of the participant’s involvement in
genomic research and may not expect or even desire
to receive the genomic information. Results should be
returned only to relatives who agree to receive them.

Recommendation 5: Researchers should
generally respect the choices of research
participants, as well as their privacy, before
and after death.
Researchers should generally avoid sharing a participant’s results with relatives against the expressed
wishes of a participant. Cases in which the participant
has forbidden sharing with relatives will probably be
rare. However, in such cases, sharing genomic information against the wishes of a participant raises serious concerns about breach of confidentiality and invasion of privacy. Note that HIPAA rules generally allow
individuals to veto sharing of their protected health
information, even when the rules describe a pathway
for sharing. As noted above, HIPAA rules do allow for
sharing an individual’s results over their objection for
the medical treatment of a relative, but this exception
has been challenged for being too broad, given ethics
guidelines from ASHG and other sources that confine
more strictly the latitude to disclose.68 In addition, the
participant’s result will be only indicative of the relative’s result and sharing a participant’s result with a
relative will require follow-up genetic testing of the
relative to confirm that the relative indeed has the
variant in question. Over time, genomic testing and
sequencing will become more broadly available and
relatives will more easily be able to obtain their own
testing and sequencing if a participant denies access
to results.

Recommendation 6: Participants and
their representatives should generally
control access to the participant’s genomic
information.
In the case of participants who are unable to provide effective consent to sharing (e.g., incompetent
adults incapable of providing consent, deceased
participants who were never asked about preferences in regard to sharing, and child participants),
we recommend that the participant’s representative
use a two-tier standard to address sharing of their
results. Respecting participant privacy and auton-

omy suggests following the participant’s expressed
preferences made known while alive and competent.
However, if the living participant never stated those
preferences or was never able to give consent, then
their representative will need to reconcile the privacy and personal interests of the participant with
the interests of relatives in obtaining the results. We
suggest that a representative lacking the benefit of
wishes previously stated by the participant while
competent should balance the participant’s interests
with the relative’s need for the information. 69 This
aims to reconcile the privacy and other interests
of the incompetent participant with the potential
benefit to relatives from obtaining the participant’s
results. Balancing competing interests is not an
exact endeavor; however, representatives asked to
balance interests should consider the potential utility of the results to relatives and the potential harm
to the participant from sharing the results.
In the case of a deceased participant, the representative considering sharing a participant’s results with
relatives should generally adhere to the participant’s
previously expressed wishes concerning such sharing.
When the participant was not competent to express
wishes on sharing with relatives or simply never did
so, the representative should decide by balancing the
deceased participant’s privacy interests against the
interests of the relatives.
Note that unless researchers have planned ahead
(as recommended above) and asked the participant
to designate a preferred representative, they may not
know who that representative is. In such cases, a flexible approach may be justified. The researchers may
be ethically justified in reaching out, with ethics guidance, to the next-of-kin or a trusted relative of the
participant to serve in that capacity. Legal consultation may be helpful in clarifying state law on who may
serve in this capacity for a deceased individual.

Recommendation 7: Although parents and
guardians of minor participants generally
control access to genomic information,
preferences of child research participants
should be strongly considered.
In the case of living research participants who are
minors, the question of whether some of the child’s
results should be offered to relatives should be
decided by the parent/guardian, carefully considering the preferences of the child or adolescent who
has been informed of the issues and is able to participate in decision making. Although traditionally returning genetic results of child participants
has been limited to those that are actionable during childhood,70 recent recommendations recognize
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that a child’s research results may have significant,
actionable implications for the child’s parents.71 The
law also provides parent/guardians with significant
power over the health information of their children.72
Although law and societal norms generally defer to
parental authority in decision making regarding a
child’s health and welfare,73 parents and guardians
should strongly consider the interests and expressed
wishes of the child in deciding whether to share the
child’s genomic information with relatives. In the
case of deceased minor participants, the child’s representative (frequently the parent/guardian) will
have access to the child’s records. As in the case of
deceased adults, we recommend that the representative balance the privacy and personal interests of the
child against relatives’ interest in access to the child’s
genomic information.

Recommendation 8: Results offered to
participants and relatives should meet five
criteria.
Multiple recommendations in the literature suggest
the criteria to be used for distinguishing what results
to offer back to research participants themselves.74
Generally, those recommendations distinguish
results that (1) should be offered, (2) may be offered
in the investigator’s discretion, and (3) should not
be offered. Research results that should be offered
to participants are usually restricted to those results
that are analytically valid, reveal an established and
substantial risk of a serious health condition, and are
clinically actionable, when return comports with law
(such as CLIA) and the participant has consented to
receiving the result.75 Research results that may be
offered to participants are usually results that are
analytically valid; reveal an established and substantial risk of likely health importance, reproductive importance, or personal utility; may or may not
be clinically actionable but may be valued by participants, with return offering net benefit from their
perspective; when return comports with law and the
participant has consented to receive the result. Note
that Berg and colleagues 76 offer a similar scheme
(framed as “binning”), but for return of clinical, not
research, results.
Because our focus here is development of criteria
for return of a research participant’s results to relatives, it is important to recognize that the information
to be returned is not information about the potential recipient’s genes or genome, but rather the participant’s. The participant’s results may suggest the
probability that the relative shares certain variants,
including variants that are pathogenic and actionable. However, the relative will need to consider
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undergoing genetic testing to conclusively determine
the presence of that variant in their own genome.
When the relative does not share the variant, this may
be for reasons including the pattern of inheritance for
that variant or misattributed paternity or other misattributed genetic relatedness. Thus, a participant’s
genomic results will not conclusively reveal that the
relative has a genetic variant creating an established
and substantial risk of a serious health condition.
However, the relative may value the risk information
conveyed by the result. The immediate actionability
for the relative will likely be to consider having his or
her own genetic testing.
This means that the criteria usually stated for cases
in which researchers “should return” a participant’s
results — that the results show the presence of a
genetic variant in that person that confers established
and substantial risk of a serious health condition
that the participant can take clinical action to avoid
or treat — do not easily and directly apply to return
of a participant’s results to someone other than the
participant. This supports the conclusion that offering a participant’s results to relatives should remain
discretionary on the part of investigators. Such return
should thus be regarded as an instance of “may return”
(rather than “should return”). The criteria we recommend for distinguishing those participant results that
may be returned to relatives are:
(a)	the participant’s results are analytically valid;
(b)	revealing an established and substantial risk
of a serious health condition in the participant, with significant potential health implications for the genetically related relative;
(c)	the result offers potential net benefit to the
relative, who may seek genetic testing and
have an opportunity to benefit from such
testing due to the actionability of the variant;
(d)	offering the result to the relative comports
with law (including CLIA, HIPAA and state
privacy law, and the Common Rule); and
(e)	the relative agrees to receiving the result.
The last criterion — agreement from the relative to
receive the result — is a standard part of communicating genomic results that respects the relative’s right to
decline such information. In some cases, the relative
will be seeking a specific genomic result from the participant; investigators should confirm that the relative
understands the implications of receiving the result
and still wishes to receive it. In other cases, the relative may not have a clear sense of the content of the
participant’s results and may have greater need for
education and counseling.
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Recommendation 9: Researchers should
offer to support communication of results by
participants or their representatives.
Although researchers’ obligations to participants differ
from those of clinicians, researchers should offer support for accurate communication of research results,
when participants or their representatives seek to
communicate those results to relatives. Researchers
may consider options including (a) providing written
results and educating the participant or representative
on how to share those with relatives, (b) providing the
contact information of one or more genetics professionals to assist with understanding and sharing the
information, and/or (3) communicating the result to
a genetics professional or clinician of the participant’s
or representative’s choosing, to aid communication to
the relative. In addition, researchers may use a website, newsletter, or other means of aggregate return to
offer all participants information on project findings.
We discuss the recommended process for return in
section V below.

Recommendation 10: Further research is
needed on return of a participant’s genomic
results to relatives.
Because the practice of sharing a participant’s
research results with relatives is not yet widespread,
investigators should collect data to evaluate this practice. Data would be helpful on the types of results that
prompt consideration of such sharing; the attitudes
of research participants and relatives toward sharing; the investigator time, effort, and cost involved;
which pathways for sharing are used, with what consequences, including the impact on family dynamics;
and the experiences of relatives who receive information as well as what further action they take, including
their own genetic testing or sequencing. These data
will help inform further development of policy on
sharing a participant’s results with relatives.

V. Processes for Sharing Results with
Relatives
The following process recommendations for offering
results to relatives differ depending on whether the
participant is alive or deceased, has (or previously
had) decisional capacity, and whether the participant
is a minor. Note that in all cases, relatives themselves
will need to agree to receipt of the participant’s results
before those results are communicated to them.
Scenario A: Living adult research participant
(Figure 1)
In the simplest case, a living adult participant receiving results may be counseled about the implications

of those results for relatives. If the participant consents, or previously consented, to sharing with relatives, then discussion can proceed on whether the participant wishes to share the results with relatives or
prefers that the investigator or a genetics professional
reach out to relatives.
Once a living adult participant has been counseled
on reasons for sharing their genomic results with relatives, the participant’s preferences on sharing should
generally be honored, out of respect for the participant’s autonomy and privacy. However, cases will
arise in which the participant either is not competent
to decide, or cannot be consulted (perhaps because
the participant is lost to follow-up). In such cases,
the participant’s representative (who may be an LAR,
surrogate decision-maker, another authorized representative, or a trusted family member) should decide.
Lacking expressed guidance from the participant, the
representative should balance the participant’s privacy and personal interests against the interests of
relatives, as described above.
As discussed above, exceptional cases may arise,
involving highly pathogenic and actionable variants
whose disclosure to relatives is highly likely to avert
imminent harm. In those cases, if the participant
refuses to authorize sharing the results or the representative refuses, researchers should seek ethics consultation on sharing findings with relatives.
We note that HIPAA rules provide an additional
route of access applicable to HIPAA-covered entities:
a physician treating a relative may request an individual’s information to identify the relative’s genetic
health risks.77 Faced with such a request, the individual
may refuse to authorize disclosure, but the provider
holding the information need not agree.78 However, as
noted above, this exception to privacy protection has
been sharply criticized.79 Given the fact that research
depends on participant trust and that protecting participant privacy is a core obligation of researchers, we
urge researchers to proceed with caution and seek ethics (and legal) consultation if faced with such a physician request on behalf of a relative but the participant
asks the researcher to refrain from sharing results.
Scenario B: Deceased adult research participant
(Figure 2)
After the death of the adult participant, the participant’s representative will generally control access to
their health information. If relatives actively seek
results, they should be urged to consult the representative for authorization to have access. As noted
above, we recommend a general policy of passive disclosure at the request of relatives (if their access is
then approved), rather than the researcher actively
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Figure 1
Recommended Pathway for Considering the Sharing of a Living Adult Participant’s Results with Relatives
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Figure 2
Recommended Pathway for Considering the Sharing of a Deceased Adult Participant’s Results with Relatives
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initiating return of a participant’s results to relatives.
However, we again note that exceptional cases may
arise in which the case for return to relatives is strong
because those cases involve potential return of highly
pathogenic and actionable variants whose disclosure
is highly likely to avert imminent harm to the relatives. In those cases, researchers should seek ethics
consultation on the possibility of more active return.
Consultation with and notice to the participant’s representative will still be warranted.
If the deceased adult participant consented to sharing results with relatives, then that provides strong
grounds for the representative to authorize it. Similarly, if the participant forbade such sharing (especially if he or she was explicit about forbidding posthumous sharing), that provides strong grounds for
the representative to refuse access. However, if the
participant was silent on sharing or not competent to
decide, the participant’s representative should balance
the deceased participant’s privacy and personal interests against the interests of relatives.
Representatives may vary in the strength they assign
to a participant’s interests after death. HIPAA sends
mixed signals, recognizing that privacy interests continue after death but also allowing access under some
conditions when a relative’s physician seeks information, as noted above.80 However, as a practical matter,
researchers may find it important to offer prospective participants a choice on posthumous disclosure
in order to recruit participants for long-term genomic
studies or to recruit cancer patients and others with
conditions that limit their life expectancy.
Again, we note that exceptional cases may arise,
involving highly pathogenic and actionable variants
whose disclosure to relatives is highly likely to avert
imminent harm. In those cases, if the participant’s
representative refuses to authorize sharing the results,
researchers should seek ethics consultation on sharing
findings with relatives.
Scenario C: Living child research participant
(Figure 3)
In the case of a living child participant, sharing their
research results with relatives will generally require the
permission of the parent/guardian. When the child is
able to participate in decision-making, the child’s wellinformed preferences should also be accorded significant weight. As is customary, the child’s preferences
should be given increasing weight in adolescence and
as the participant approaches full decisional capacity.
If the parent or guardian and the child participant
agree to sharing results with relatives, sharing may
proceed. Similarly, if they both refuse permission to
sharing with relatives, that choice should generally be
456

respected. Where they have been silent, they should
be consulted; if they agree to sharing or refusal, that
choice should be honored.
The case in which the parent/guardian and child
disagree is challenging and may require ethics consultation. Holm and colleagues have taken an initial
position that their project will not return results when
parents and adolescents disagree, though they will
examine each case, expect their approach to evolve,
and would nonetheless return results that “predict[]
imminent risks of severe harm that can be prevented
only by disclosure.”81 Those authors were considering return of results to participants, so the issue was
potential harm or benefit to the adolescent. We focus
here instead on return of a participant’s results to relatives; the issue is the potential intrusion on the child’s
privacy and other interests versus potential benefit
to relatives. This is a different question that requires
complex consideration of individual rights as well as
the needs of others. We recommend generally allowing
the parent/guardian of a minor to decide this question,
but also urging the parent/guardian to strongly consider any well-informed preferences expressed by the
child. However, cases in which the child (especially if
an older adolescent) wishes to block sharing genomic
results with relatives will need ethics consultation. In
general, we urge efforts to respect the adolescent’s privacy and preference not to share results.
In the case of living child research participants, we
again note that exceptional cases may arise involving
highly pathogenic and actionable variants whose disclosure to relatives is highly likely to avert imminent
harm. In those cases, if the parent/guardian refuses
to authorize sharing the results, which the child may
object to as well, researchers should seek ethics consultation on sharing findings with relatives.
Scenario D: Deceased child research participant
(Figure 4)
In the case of a deceased child participant, a relative’s
request for access to the child’s research results should
generally be referred to the child’s representative, who
is likely to be the parent/guardian. If the representative finds that the parent/guardian agreed to sharing
(or now agrees upon being asked) and the child (if able
to participate) did not object to this, the representative should respect those preferences and may authorize sharing. Similarly, if the representative finds that
the parent/guardian refused to agree to sharing (or
now refuses upon being asked) and the child (if able
to participate) did not object to this, sharing should
not proceed. The more challenging cases are likely
to be those in which the representative can find no
past guidance and cannot consult the parent/guardjournal of law, medicine & ethics

Figure 3
Recommended Pathway for Considering the Sharing of a Living Child Participant’s Results with Relatives
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Figure 4
Recommended Pathway for Considering the Sharing of a Deceased Child Participant’s Results with Relatives
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ian (perhaps because they are unavailable or they too
are deceased), and cases in which the parent/guardian and child (if able to participate) have disagreed.
The representative should balance child’s privacy and
other interests against the interests of relatives to
whom results would be returned. In cases in which the
parent/guardian and child disagreed, the representative should consider both perspectives, and may need
ethics consultation.
Here again, in the case of deceased child research
participants, we note that exceptional cases may arise,
involving highly pathogenic and actionable variants
whose disclosure to relatives is highly likely to avert
imminent harm. In those cases, researchers should
seek ethics consultation on sharing findings with
relatives.

Conclusion
As the debate surrounding the return of genomic
results to research participants has developed, the
issue of return to family has emerged, including
after the death of the research participant. Guidance
is needed. Indeed, some investigators are already
encountering requests from relatives for access to
this information. Because researchers generally have
duties to research participants but not their relatives,
the fact that the relative may not carry the genetic
variant of concern, and the potential added cost to the
research enterprise of return to relatives, we suggest
that researchers may consider responding to a relative’s request by sharing a participant’s result (with
appropriate authorization from the participant or a
representative, as outlined here), but that return to
family is not ethically required. As discussed above,
in exceptional circumstances in which researchers
identify a highly pathogenic and actionable result that
the relative is likely to carry and disclosure is highly
likely to avert imminent harm, a majority of our group
concluded that researchers may consider initiating
return to relatives, with ethics consultation. As the
costs of sequencing and other types of genetic testing
diminish, relatives will have other options to pursue
their own testing and receive information important
to their own health care. Until the time that such
sequencing and testing are readily available, however,
investigators will face the challenge of addressing the
importance of genomic information to participants as
well as relatives.
The goal of this paper is to offer consensus recommendations on how to handle return of results to relatives, including after the death of the research participant. We offer recommendations that strive to respect
the wishes of the participant, while recognizing that
those wishes may not be known and that relatives

may seek a participant’s genomic information, including after the participant’s death. Genomics researchers should plan how they will address the question of
return of results to relatives, incorporating that plan
in their protocols. We encourage researchers to ask
participants for their preferences regarding sharing
results with relatives, both before and after death.
Respecting participants’ wishes while taking seriously
the needs of relatives calls for the creation of policy
and pathways addressing return of genomic results to
relatives.
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Definitions used in this paper:

Incidental finding – “a finding concerning an individual research
participant that has potential health or reproductive importance
and is discovered in the course of conducting research but is
beyond the aims of the study” (Wolf et al. (2008), infra note 1,
at 219)
Individual research result – “a finding concerning an individual
contributor that has potential health or reproductive importance
and is discovered in the course of research, when the finding is on
the focal variables under study in meeting the stated aims of the
research project” (Wolf et al. (2012), infra note 1, at 364)
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Relatives – used here to include both genetic and social family
members
Representative – We use the term “representative” to refer to the
person legally authorized to access a participant’s genomic results.
In different contexts, the representative may vary. A Legally Authorized Representative (LAR), Executor, Next-of-Kin, Spouse or
Partner, or Parent/Guardian may qualify, depending on applicable
federal and state law. HIPAA uses the term “personal representative” to refer to the authorized representative, including after the
participant’s death.
Active Return – return of results to participant or relatives initiated by the researcher without the request of the participant or
relatives
Passive Return – used here to define return of results in which a
participant or relatives receives results only after requesting results
from researchers – not at the initiation of the researcher
Personal Representative (PR) – the term used under HIPAA to
refer to the person serving as the participant’s representative (see
definition above), including after death. (Note that HIPAA defers
to state law for specification of who this posthumous representative is; state law may define the PR, for example, as the individual
whom the participant names in a will as executor.)
Legally Authorized Representative (LAR) – “an individual or
judicial or other body authorized under applicable law to consent
on behalf of a prospective subject to the subject’s participation in
the procedure(s) involved in the research” (DHHS Common Rule
§ 46.102(c))
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